
Shaping visions, changing views

Sold exclusively through

SYSTEMS OVERVIEW



Sold exclusively through SIG Distribution, Ocula™ are 

partitioning specialists in the UK. 

We offer professional advice to find a solution that will inspire 

and perform, whatever your budget, size, or scope. Working in 

partnership with you, we strive to bring you a partitioning system 

that not only meets but exceeds your expectations.

Developed by partition experts, the established Tenon range and System 

8000 are the foundations on which Ocula™ Systems are built. Our 

innovative solutions can turn any vision of space into reality. 

We combine design aesthetics and flexibility with outstanding 

performance. Always starting with our customers, we put you at the 

very centre of everything we do, continually developing and refining our 

offering and product range to find you your perfect partition solution.

SHAPING VISIONS,  
CHANGING VIEWS

CM50
Classic style, modern feel  

Fire & Sound
High performance, timeless aesthetic
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ID Integrated Drywall
Seamless integration

EF Expandable Frame
Providing versatility 
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Meeting even the most stringent standards
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Compact and streamlined storage
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CONTENTS

ACOUSTICS

All sound insulation data is based on laboratory evaluation of the building element in 

isolation and cannot reproduce installed site conditions.  It is therefore important that 

flanking transmission is considered at design stage.

On site testing is measured using a different scale.  It uses D
nT,w

 Standardised Level 

Difference.  Values on site may therefore differ from laboratory test conditions.  One of the 

primary reasons for this difference will be the downgrading due to flanking transmission.  

This highlights the importance for good design and flanking details to help minimise these 

reductions.  Deflection head details, if used, can also be expected to impact negatively on 

the decibel rating achieved on site.



Classic style, modern feel
Simple, economical and attractive, the Ocula™ CM50 

system provides a cost effective and versatile range of 

partitioning for use in office environments where a simple, 

practical office divide is required.

The system is constructed from a range of aluminium upright posts 

and gypsum plasterboard faced honeycomb panels and is fully 

demountable and relocatable. 

Available in both single and double glazed, CM50 can 

accommodate integral venetian blinds and may be supplied in a 

silver anodised finish or a range of standard colours. 

CM50 is based around a standard module width of 1200mm.

CM50
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FIRE & SOUND
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High performance, timeless aesthetic
The Ocula™ Fire & Sound range is a highly versatile demountable and re-locatable office partitioning system which 

provides high levels of fire performance and sound reduction. 

Designed with versatility in mind, the Ocula™ Fire & Sound range is suitable for use in both general office and light 

industrial areas. This system is constructed from steel, aluminium and plastic profiles together with plasterboard 

panels and can accommodate integral venetian blinds.

Based on a standard module width of 1200mm, construction height is determined by the choice of upright framing sections and 

module type, reaching a maximum height of 3000mm using standard components. 

Available in 77mm and 102mm, this versatile system is built around a galvanised steel stud and track, with a combination of  

plasterboard solid walls and glazed modules that create a classic, timeless look. 



Naturally beautiful timber

Bringing warmth, colour and sophistication to any space, the Ocula™ Scion combines the 
visual appeal and luxurious finish of natural wood with the flexibility of a contemporary 
partitioning system. 

Available in a variety of hardwood finishes, this relocatable partitioning system is ideal for use in boardrooms 

and executive areas, but also affords a practical and durable system for general office areas. 

Built to a patented method of construction, Ocula™ Scion is simple to install whilst meeting the most 

demanding of design briefs. Available in double glazed format, this system can incorporate silicone glazing and 

integral venetian blinds. 

SCION
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F SERIES
Practical meets stylish
Comprising of systems FS25, FT58, 

FT80 and FT105, the Ocula™ F Series 

is a range of single and double glazed 

minimalist frameless glass partition 

systems, creating an impression of 

space utilising natural light. 

Using a minimum number of aluminium 

framing sections, the Ocula™ F Series 

provides an office divide that allows 

unhindered vision whilst preserving the 

privacy of individual offices. 

An option of silicone, H, I or C vertical dry 

joints allow ease of construction and also 

maintain the visual simplicity of the product.

Various deflection head details up to +/- 

40mm are available to suit architectural 

specifications. 

Contemporary door solutions and 

ironmongery are also offered in a wide 

range of finishes and designs.
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EF EXPANDABLE FRAME

ID 
INTEGRATED 
DRYWALL
Seamless integration
Ocula™ ID is the only solution for a truly integrated 

frameless glazed and drywall junction. 

Sharing many of the same components as the F Series systems 

with 100mm and 120mm options, the ID100 and ID120 is a 

100mm/120mm drywall partitioning system that offers up to +/- 

25mm deflection and seamless integration to our F Series range. 

It really is the intelligent choice.

Providing versatility 
The Ocula™ EF expandable frames are designed with versatility in mind. This range of expandable depth door and 

window sets are fully adjustable, meaning they are not reliant on set wall thicknesses or perfectly square openings. 

Ocula™ EF expandable frames can be installed into either plasterboard partitions or brick and block walls between 74mm and 

225mm thick. 

Manufactured from aluminium both door and window frames can provide up to 60 minutes fire resistance, integrity only.
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Meeting even the most stringent standards
Ocula™ have a range of glazed fire screens - with or without mullions - that achieve 60 

minutes of integrity and insulation. 

Depending on product application, fire screens are manufactured and tested to meet the most 

stringent standards, making them suitable for fire resisting lobbies and escape routes. 

We offer one of the highest fire rated dry-jointed systems in the industry.

FIRE SCREENS
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ARCHITECTURAL 
GLAZING

More than just a partitioning system
More than just a partitioning system, much of our range is tested to meet 

the requirements for barrier and guarding situations, with both framed and 

frameless glass options as well as fire rated options. 

We have a system to meet the most testing of situations.
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WASHROOMS
Clean, functional solutions
Our Washroom systems provide a range of products that offer a solution to all 

design briefs and budgets.  

Designed for speedy and easy installation, all washrooms products are supplied ready for 

immediate fitting and come complete with all the necessary fixtures and fittings.

OPERABLE 
WALLS

Effective and flexible 
Offering an unrivalled choice of quality engineered 

Operable Walls, our range provides effective space 

management. 

Designed to suit all applications and budgets, the range 

is particularly suited for areas where flexibility and 

performance are equally as important. 

Compact and streamlined storage
Simple but effective concept, wall store utilises ceiling height 

modular units to provide an integrated wall and storage partition. 

The system provides a compact and streamlined storage solution which 

can be used as both free standing room dividers or as partition walls for 

cellular offices. Demountable and re-locatable, our range of wall store 

solutions are ideal for high density storage, as it optimises the space 

normally wasted above traditional free standing units. 

WALL STORE
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Tailored to you
We offer a large range of timber and glass doors to 

complement your partition system, all tailored to 

meet your acoustic, fire and aesthetic needs. 

All frames are supplied fully assembled, significantly 

reducing on-site installation time when compared to 

traditional methods.

Timber Doors

Timeless timber doors are available in either cellular or 

solid core, in a wide selection of veneers, laminates or paint 

grade options. 

Glazed Doors

Our stylish glass doors can be framed or frameless and 

single or double glazed. Our fully sealed flush glazed doors 

have high levels of acoustic performance, paired with 

contemporary design giving the ultimate performance and 

design flexibility.

Bespoke Doors

Custom made doors are available to meet your specific 

requirements.

Ironmongery 

A wide range of standard and specialist door furniture is 

available to suite any design or performance criteria in a 

variety of finishes, to complement any Ocula™ system. 

DOORS WHERE TO BUY

You can also email the team at: enquiries@oculasystems.co.uk

SIG Distribution Aston
91 Chester Street, B6 4AE
T: 0121 541 1119

SIG Distribution Barking
Unit 1 & 6 New England Est, IG11 7NZ
T: 020 8477 9499 

SIG Distribution Bedford
Telford Way, MK42 0PQ
T: 01234 761 112

SIG Distribution Bristol
Unit 200 North Bristol Park, BS34 7QH
T: 0117 931 3432

SIG Distribution Burgess Hill
23 Albert Drive, RH15 9TN 
T: 01444 247 360

SIG Distribution Cardiff
H & J Southpoint Ind Est, CF10 4SP
T: 029 2047 4787

SIG Distribution Croydon
Unit 1 Beddington Lane Ind Est, CR0 4TS
T: 020 8684 7775 

SIG Distribution Edmonton 
Unit 14A Banksia Road, N18 3BF
T: 020 8884 3444

SIG Distribution Glasgow
Units H&J, 21 Dava Street, G51 2JA
T: 01414 406 960

SIG Distribution Heathrow
Poyle Trading Est, SL3 0DU 
T: 01753 691 818

SIG Distribution Leeds
Unit 3, Elland Road Ind Park, LS11 0EY
T: 0113 253 3546  

SIG Distribution Leicester
Unit E, Braunstone Ind Est, LE3 1UQ
T: 0116 232 5000

SIG Distribution Maidstone
Unit 5 Larkfield Mill, ME20 6SQ
T: 01622 791 100

SIG Distribution Manchester 
Unit 1 Trafford Point 1, M17 1SH 
T: 0161 874 5311

SIG Distribution Nottingham 
Unit 3 Cossall Industrial Estate, DE7 5UA
T: 0115 944 1359

SIG Distribution Plymouth
87 St Modwen Road, PL6 8LH 
T: 01752 675 414

SIG Distribution Portsmouth
Unit 2 Quadra, PO3 5PS 
T: 023 9269 6733

SIG Distribution Sheffield
Nunnery Drive, S2 1TA
T: 0114 241 3000

SIG Distribution Southampton
Unit 41a Nursling Ind Est, SO16 0YU
T: 023 8074 3799

SIG Distribution Southwark 
Bricklayers Arms Dist Centre, SE1 5SR
T: 020 7064 4900

SIG Distribution Twickenham 
Twickenham Trading Estate, TW1 1DQ
T: 020 8891 5971

SIG Distribution Tyneside
Federation Business Park, NE11 9EZ
T: 0191 482 4211

Fully supported every step of the way
From design to installation to those finishing touches, you’ll have an expert team on hand to help.

Ocula™ Systems are supplied exclusively through SIG Distribution, for further information on any of our systems, please contact 

your local Sales Office today.... 




